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Spring 2018
The cherry blossoms have bloomed, the rain is (maybe) letting up, and we're
trading in our snow shoes for hiking boots. Spring is here. And so is the
Freshwater Initiative's Spring 2018 Newsletter.

Here, you'll find updates about the latest happenings in the Freshwater
community, including upcoming events, quarter highlights, and ways to get
involved.
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Get To Know the
Center for Urban Waters
Where scientists, engineers, and policymakers
connect to protect the Puget Sound
By Nina Zhao (CEE & UW-Tacoma)

Located along the shores of Commencement Bay in Tacoma, WA, the Center for Urban Waters is a
revolutionary research facility designed with the environment in mind. The founding partners of the Center
for Urban Waters – the City of Tacoma, the University of Washington-Tacoma, and the Puget Sound
Partnership – are committed to seeing this unique, innovative water research facility grow along with water
research demands.
The vision for this premier research center goes back to 2002 and a group of community leaders
committed to restoring and protecting the Puget Sound. With generous endowment from both
government and private parties, the Center began to welcome its tenants in 2010, after nearly a decade of
endeavor.
Today, the Center for Urban Waters is home to researchers dedicated to routine environmental monitoring
of the Puget Sound region, scientists exploring both fundamental and applied environmental research
questions, and policymakers focused on using the latest science to develop effective environmental
restoration and stewardship strategies. Here, science, engineering, and policy meet for sustainable
growth of the Puget Sound.
The Center itself is a masterpiece in pollution control and sustainable energy usage. Under the
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building rating system, the Center for
Urban Waters boasts a Platinum certification, the highest possible designation. Building construction
favored locally and sustainably manufactured materials. More than 99% of the waste generated during

construction was recycled.
Impervious surface rainwater runoff delivers harmful pollutants into urban waterways (which is a hot
research topic at the Center). The Center for Urban Waters building mitigates this runoff by using
pervious pavers and rain gardens, which allow for natural filtration of rainwater, reduce flooding, and
provide habitat for beneficial birds and insects. Geothermal wells and natural sunlight and ventilation save
energy while heating and cooling the building. Additionally, water reuse systems and efficient plumbing
fixtures help the Center consume 46% (or 400,000 gallons) less water per year than conventional facilities
of the same size.
Freshwater Initiative researchers Joel Baker, Edward Kolodziej, and Andy James work on cutting-edge
environmental problems at the Center for Urban Waters. Their research addresses issues of pre-spawn
mortality of Coho salmon, urban stormwater runoff, and agricultural runoff pollution in the state of
Washington. Their work is made possible in part by the impressive analytical capabilities of the Center for
Urban Waters, including machinery to detect heavy metal and organic chemical contamination in water.
For more about the Center’s analytical prowess, please visit their website.

More details about the Center for Urban Waters can be found on their website, including virtual facility
tours and student internship opportunities.

Welcome New Freshwater Researchers!
We are pleased to welcome Dr. Nirnimesh Kumar, Dr. Allison
Pfeiffer, Dr. David Shean, and Dr. Mari Winkler to the Freshwater
Initiative! Read more about their research below.
Nirnimesh (Nirni) Kumar is an Assistant
Professor in Civil and Environmental Engineering
specializing in Hydrology and Hydrodynamics.
His broad research interest is in Coastal Physical
Oceanography with focus on surf zone and innershelf processes, wave-current interaction, and
sediment transport. He uses a combination of
field observations and numerical models to
conduct research. For more, please visit his
website or contact Nirni at nirni@uw.edu.

Deglaciating landscapes provide an ideal venue
in which to test and improve our predictions of
channel geomorphic change. These
channels experience large recurring pulses of
sediment contributed from known, isolated
source regions. These pulses substantially alter
channel morphology on decadal timescales.
Taking advantage of this fact, Allison Pfeiffer, a
new post-doctoral researcher in both Civil and
Environmental Engineering and Earth and Space
Sciences, is working to model the channel
morphologic evolution of basins with rapidly
retreating alpine glaciers, specifically exploring
their sensitivity to sediment pulse lithology. This
work is part of the PREEVENTS project led by
Erkan Istanbulluoglu. For more, visit Allison's
website or contact her at pfeif@uw.edu.
David Shean is one of the newest additions to
the University of Washington Civil and
Environmental Engineering faculty. In January
2018, he joined as an assistant professor. His
research interests focus on a big-ticket item:
climate change. Using remote sensing
technologies to study polar ice sheets and
mountain glaciers, he is able to quantify how one
of our biggest freshwater resources is changing
over time. For more information about David's
research, visit his website or contact him at
dshean@uw.edu.

Mari Winkler studies the application of microorganisms for sustainable water reclamation and
resource recovery. The applied methodologies
involve process engineering/reactor technology,
microbial ecology, and mathematical modeling.
Her main research interests are the
biogeochemistry of nitrogen and carbon
compounds and the microbial communities that
sustain these nutrient cycles. Besides academic
research, her professional curriculum includes
industrial experience in the water and wastewater
sector, which shapes her application driven
research endeavors. For more, visit Mari's
website or contact her at mwinkler@uw.edu.

Science, Water, and Basketball
at Campbell Farm

Tales from an Alternative Spring Break
By Sally Landefeld (SEFS)
(Photo Credit: Zihan Cao, University of Washington)

With finals in the rear-view mirror, most University of Washington (UW) students can think of little else but
those two magical words that have been teasing them all winter: Spring Break. While my friends took off
for Cabo, slept in past noon, or backpacked on the Olympic Peninsula, I climbed into a UW van destined
for a decidedly more unusual spring break location. Armed with sleeping bags, grocery lists, and lesson
plans, I joined a group of UW students traveling to some of Washington’s less populated areas as part of
the UW Project Pipeline’s Alternative Spring Break program.
Project Pipeline’s Alternative Spring Break program offers UW students a chance to contribute to and
learn from rural and tribal communities around Washington. By spending a week in K-12 classrooms
across the state, participants have the opportunity to immerse themselves in a new learning environment
and cultivate an interest in science in young students. This year, the ASB program sent UW students to
Curlew, Oroville, Brewster, Mattawa, Herrah, Omak, and Forks (among others). My van headed to
Campbell Farm in Wapato, WA, located in the heart of the Yakama Indian Reservation.
For the past quarter, our fearless Project Pipeline team leaders helped us understand how to interact,
communicate, and share our science knowledge with middle school and high school students. Now, we
wanted to give these young students an opportunity to connect faces and personalities with a place they
had always heard about: the University of Washington.
Along with twenty-two other UW students, I spent afternoons at the farm with a group of middle school
students from the Yakama Tribal School (YTS). During a preliminary visit to Campbell Farm over winter,
the students had surprised us with their excitement, curiosity, engagement, and thirst for science
knowledge. The first day was no exception. The students showed up that first afternoon eager to learn
and filled with all kinds of questions.
On Monday, we taught lessons about the structure and properties of water. Pure joy and excitement
crossed the young students’ faces when they were able to answer questions about the energy, attractive
and repulsive forces, and polar charge of water. We flew through our lesson plan, teaching more than we
had planned.

On Tuesday, we introduced the concept of biomass into our conversation about water. We examined
roots under the microscope and started to think about the role that plants play in the water cycle. On
Wednesday, we considered water on a walk around the farm, discussing how the rain, wind, orchard soil,
and animal manure were all related to the water cycle. Students practiced making field observations by
recording what they learned in their scientific notebooks.
Using those observations, we compiled a diagram of as many water-cycle processes as we could think
of. We asked the students to bring a little creativity to their science by drawing posters to depict the water
cycle, illustrating at least three major processes. Below, Kwalani, a student at the Yakama Nation Tribal
School, depicts solar radiation, condensation, precipitation, freezing, snowmelt runoff, infiltration,
evapotranspiration, groundwater flow, evaporation, and surface runoff.

On Thursday, the final day of our program, students used plastic water bottles and lights powered by a
small, rotating attachment to build mini-wind turbines, which provided them a brief introduction into the
world of civil engineering.
After a week of talking science, we needed a way to decompress. I’d heard repeatedly throughout the
week: “Basketball is life on the reservation.” So naturally, the students put us through our paces with a
few games of Bump or Knock-Out, where players line up and race to make a shot before the person in
front of them. I saw just how true this “Basketball is life” statement really was; the students kicked our
butts on the court.
At the end of the last day, parents and siblings of the young students came to celebrate the week with a
feast of traditional Native American fry bread, salmon, corn, and a deer dumpling stew. The students
proudly presented their water-cycle posters and performed a water cycle skit, where each student played
the role of water molecule, to an audience of loved ones. Connecting with both the students and their
families was a powerful experience for us as instructors. We were amazed to find that we had shared not
only our science knowledge in the past week, but also our hearts.
Acknowledgements: This project is supported by NASA and Northwest Earth and Space Sciences
Pipeline. UW Project Pipeline sponsors include Boeing, Microsoft, Starbucks, The Seattle Times, AT&T,
Banner Bank, BECU.

Freshwater News

Congratulations to Freshwater Initiative NSF-GRFP Recipients!
A HUGE congratulations to Freshwater graduate students Rebeka Stiling and Lillian McGill on being
awarded National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship awards! Rebeka is
a graduate student in the UW School of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences (SAFS), and Lillian is dually
appointed in UW SAFS and the Quantitative Ecology & Resource Management program. You can read
more about each of their projects here.

GeoHackWeek 2018: Now Accepting Applications
Geohackweek is a 5-day hackweek held at the University of Washington eScience Institute. Participants
will learn about open source technologies used to analyze geospatial datasets. Mornings will consist of
interactive lectures, and afternoon sessions will involve facilitated exploration of datasets and hands-on
software development. Participants are expected to have some experience with Python programming
language and with geospatial data analysis (e.g., remote sensing, vector mapping, environmental
modeling, etc.). More information can be found here.
Register for Geohackweek here by April 30, 2018.

UW Student Film Content 2019
The 2nd UW Student Film Contest is now open to STEM majors all over the world. The contest is open to
students of all levels (undergraduate to post-graduate) with a desire to collaborate with arts/humanities
majors. The screening of award-winning films will take place on the University of Washington campus in
Spring 2019, and cash prizes will be awarded ($1000 or above!). Interested parties should register for
team approval here.
Whether or not your film is about water, the 2019 Student Film Contest provides STEM majors an
opportunity to tell a story about their science, which we think is pretty cool. More information about the film
contest can be found here.

Upcoming Freshwater Events

UW Aquatic Science Open House
Join us for a family-friendly afternoon of hands-on learning at the UW Aquatic
Science Open House, a celebration of research that relates to water. We will have
hands-on activities led by current UW students, staff, postdocs and faculty across the
College of the Environment. We’re covering everything from freshwater to oceans,
microscopic microbes to whales, and anything in between! All are welcome. More
information can be found here.
WHAT: UW Aquatic Science Open House

WHERE: FSH Building 1st floor Lobby, 1122 Boat Street, Seattle, WA 98105
WHEN: Saturday, May 5th, 2018, 2-5pm

2018 Global 6K for Water
Six kilometers is the average distance that people in the developing world walk for
water. Join UW Freshwater Initiative at the 2018 Global 6K for Water on May 19,
2018 in Gas Works Park. Each person's registration fee provides life-changing clean
water for somebody around the world. Join the UW Freshwater Initiative running
team by emailing fwi@uw.edu.
WHAT: Run 6K with Freshwater friends!
WHERE: Gas Works Park, Seattle, WA
WHEN: Saturday, May 19, 2018

Introducing...WaTER Talks!
Looking for a new way to communicate your water research or activities to a broader
audience? Consider participating in WaTER (Water, Technology & Environmental
Research) Talks! A "TED-style" event, WaTER Talks provides the perfect opportunity
to improve your science communication and public speaking skills. While the date of
the first official WaTER Talks event is TBD, we will be hosting a WaTER Talks

Learning Session later this month. For more information, please email fwi@uw.edu.
WHAT: Learn how to give an effective WaTER Talk & expand your science
communication skills
WHERE: More Hall, Room 110, UW-Seattle Campus
WHEN: Monday, April 23, 2018, 5:15 - 6:30pm

Freshwater Classifieds
We are seeking student volunteers for the first annual
Waterhackweek! WaterHackWeek will be a 5-day collaborative workshop event to
be held at the University of Washington in conjunction with the eScience Institute.
Participants will learn about open source technology, models, and data for
conducting state-of-the-art freshwater research. We are looking for students to help
organize and plan this event. If you are interested, please contact Lillian McGill
at lmcgill@uw.edu.
Do you have sponsors in mind for WaterHack Week (coming Fall 2018)? Send
them these flyers.

Follow Freshwater Initiative on Twitter!

Sign Up for Emails from the Freshwater Initiative
If you received this email directly, you are already subscribed to the UW Freshwater Initiative and do not
need to sign up again. Please feel free to forward this newsletter to those in the freshwater community
who you think might be interested in getting involved!

Join FWI

Interested in contributing to future editions of the FWI
Newsletter?
We invite all FWI members to write articles, suggest topics and ideas for future issues, or contribute
announcements for the FWI Classifieds.
The FWI Newsletter is released on a quarterly basis and is made up of features, news, upcoming events,
and classifieds. Contact us at fwi@uw.edu to contribute.
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